
How Old Is That Fish? 
by Dave Rarnczyk and Tim Morefield 

Each year California anglers catch millions of game fish. Few of these anglers 
reali=e that each of their fish has its life history recorded on its bones and scales. 

As an example, recently an angler sent a letter to the Department of F1sh and 
Game stating that he had hooked a large fish which he fought for about a half hour 
before he lost it. To his surprise, when he reeled in, he found a plastic fish tag 
knotted to the end of his line. In response to the angler's inquiry resulting from 
this unexpected turn of events we were able to tell him that the fish was a striped 
bass and that it was 17 years old when he hooked it. When the fish ?;as tagged several 
years earlier a sample of its scales was also collected. Its age was knov.'ll because of 
the ability of biolog1sts to interpret life history information from fish scales. 

~any anglers who successfully land a nice fish ~re similarly curious about the 
fish's age and life history. These questions are also of interest to biologists in 
the department and studies have been underway for many years to determine accurate 
answers. 

Professional fisheries personnel have found that much can be learned about the 
life history of fish by examining either their bones or scales. The bony structures 
most frequently used for age and 5rcwth studies are c~c!i:~s (ear stones), c;er~~:~ 
(gill covers), fin spines, and spinal vertebrae (Figure 1). Under a microscope most 
of these bony structures show distinct growth marks much like the growth rings seen 
on a cross section of a :ree trunk. 

Scales, however, have many closely spaced growth rings called c~rcu:i and also 
yearly marks called annuZi. The spacing of the circuZ~ is determined by the fish's 
growth rate; wide circu!i spacing is associated with rapid growth. When growth slows 
down, tbe ci!'cu:i are compacted to for:n an annurus. 

Scales are often the most suitable structures for age determinations because 
they are easy to collect, they usually are easy to interpret, and most importantly, 
scale removal does not kill or severelv ~aim the fish. Unfortunatelv, some Cal!for
nia fish show no definite annu~i on th~ir scale~ and others, like ca~fish, have no 
scales at all. Therefore, the only alternative for age and growtb studies on these 
fish is to use a bony struct~re which shows yearly marks. 

In most California fish, cnnuZi are formed on the scales and bones during the 
winter when growth is reduced. Tbe age of a fish is determined by simply counting 
the number of annuZi. Fish caught in tbe spring are an exception to this si~ce the 
annu:us at the edge of the scale or bone is not yet visible. In this case the scale 
or bone edge is counted as an additional ~nnuZus. 

Va1iations in the distance between ~nnuZi demonstrate yearly differences in the 
growth rate of the fish. For instance, the distance between ~nnu:i decreases as the 
fish 5ets older, showing that the fish grows less in length with each successive 
year of life. Other temporary variations in growth result from injury, disease, 
sexual maturation, or changes in food supply or water temperature. Cnfortunately, 
these periods of slow growth sometimes are visible on the bones and scales at times 
of the year which are different ~rom the time when the annuZus is normally produced. 
This causes a "check" or "false annu:ua'' which may interfere with an accurate inter
pretation of the fish's age. 

Presently the De~'rtment of Fish and Game's Bay-Delta Fishery Prcject is 
involved in continuin~ studies of three popular Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary 
sport fish: st:-iped bass, ·.vhite sturgeon, and white catf!sh. One as;:;ec: of these 
St'..ldies involves es"tir;;at~on of age composition and g::-ov.l.h rate. 

The striped bass study has been going on for over 20 years. In that t~me ~ore 
than 200,000 scale samoles have been analvzed ~rom bass rang~nz 1n age from 2 to 22 
years. Striped bass ~;nuZi usually are r~adily apparent, as cin be seen in the 
accompaLying pic:ure of a scale f~om a ~-year-old f~st. Scales are now used exclu
ively in aging striped bass because the !ish can be released unhar~ed after a scale 
sample is removed. In the past, ::-=oZ~:~s (ear stones) were used to veri::'y ages 
der~ved from bass scales. 

Aging sturgeon and catfish is a more complicated procedure since they have no 
scales. Sturgeon age is determined from thin slices taken from the ~irst bone-l~ke 
ray of one of the p~ctoral fi~s. The ray is removed from the :'ish and dr:ed; severa! 
thin cress-sectional slices of :his bone ar~ then mounted on a slide and examined 
under a microscope. 
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FIGURE 1. Some of the structures used to determine age of fish. Figure drawn by Alexandra Connor. 

Most sturgeon fin ray sec~ions are ~ore difficult to in~erpret ~han the section 
(shown in the accompanying photo) from a 21-year-old fish. One of the problems with 
sturgeon aging is tha~ they live so long. There are stories of fish over 100 years 
old, although the oldest white sturgeon Department of Fish and Game biologists have 
examined was about 40 years old and weighed 405 pounds. In these older fish the 
~r.r.uZi are very close together and bard to count. 

The Bay-Delta Fishery Project is currently using spinal vertebrae to age white 
catfish. It has been determined that the vertebrae possess clearly visible ~nnuZi 
and that the center of the vertebrae provides a constant reference point for "back 
calculating." Basically, "back calculating" is a method of deterrnining the fish's 
length at an earlier age by measuring the distance from the edge of the vertebra to 
any cnnu:us and by knowing the present length of the fish. 

These age and growth studies provide extremely important indicators for the 
Department of Fish and Game. From these studies, environmental conditions favorable 
for fish can be determined. This enables the department to better manage the :isher
ies, improve fish cultural practices, estimate abundance and harvest of individual 
year classes, and forecast future fishing prospec~s. 
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FIGURE 2. Age-length relationships for striped bass in the Sac
ramento-San Joaquin Estuary. 
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FIGURE 4. Age-length relationships for white catfish in the Sac· 
ramento-San Joaquin Estuary. 
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FIGURE 3. Age-length relationships for white sturgeon 1n the 

Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary. 
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Diagram of o scale from a 16-inch largemouth bass 3~12 years old. greatly enlarged. 

Each dark band represents ~he end ..,f one year of growth 
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After studying the picture of the striped bass scale, you may want to try your 
hand at aging fish. First, select a scale from your !ish near the site shown in c:he 
diagram and gently wipe any sli~e or skin off the scale with a tissue. Hold the scale 
betw~en your fingers and adjust its position until you are holding it the same way as 
pictured. ~ow look at the scale with any type of hand magn1fier. With a little luck 
you will be able to see the cnnu:i and get an idea of the fish's age. If the central 
part of the scale looks strangely formless it is probably one that the fish regener
ated to replace one that was lost earlier in life, so throw it away and take another 
one. This method may be applied to most fish that have scales. 

An easier and fairly accurate way to determine :he age of a fish you catch is 
to use an age-length curve. Curves for striped bass (Figure 2), white sturgeon 
(Figure 3), and white catfish (Figure 4) from the Sacramento-San Joaquin Estuary 
are provided here for your use. Simply find the total length of your fish on :be 
left band side of the graph. The approximate age corresponding to that point on 
the curve is read from the bottom of the graph. As an example, a 25-inch striped 
bass is about 5 years old. Since growth rates for striped bass and white catfish 
in other areas of California differ from those in the Sacramento-San Joaquin System, 
these graphs may give incorrect ages for fish caught in other waters. 

Reprin~ed from ''Outdoor California,'' CaZi:crn~~ De;a~=me~= of ?~sh end Gcme 
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"Today I'd like to talk on troubled 
waters. Both inland and coastal. " 
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